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ДОРОГИЕ ДРУЗЬЯ!

В этой книге вы найдете описания занимательных опытов, 
которые основаны на известных научных фактах. Все эти 
опыты вы сможете легко выполнить сами, при этом вам не 
потребуется никакого специального оборудования. Если же 
вы захотите продемонстрировать опыты своим друзьям, со
ветуем вам потренироваться в их выполнении.

Опыты не только занимательны: проделав опыты и прочи
тав объяснения, вы узнаете много интересного и полезного 
из области математики, физики, химии, биологии, астроно
мии, психологии.

Книга поможет вам запомнить много новых английских 
слов общенаучного характера. Знание этих слов облегчит 
вам чтение научной литературы на английском языке в стар
ших классах.

В конце книги вы найдете словарь, который содержит 
все незнакомые вам слова. Некоторые из терминов объясня
ются в постраничных сносках.

Мы надеемся, что чтение книги будет занимательным и 
легким и будет способствовать развитию у вас интереса к 
науке.
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A S T R O N O M Y

YOUR WATCH BECOMES A COMPASS

Do you know that you can use your watch as a compass on a 
sunny day? Look at the watch which is on your hand and point 
the hour-hand 1 in the direction of the sun, as you see in the 
picture. Imagine a line which runs from the centre of the 
watch through a point half-way between 2 the hour-hand and 
number one. This line will point south.3

If you know astronomy a little, you will understand 
why this works. In the northern half of the earth, the sun 
is in the south at noon. In our country the real noon is 
one o ’clock.4 If at that time we point the hour-hand at 
the sun, the hour-hand and number one will point south. 
That is why you must imagine a line which will run from 
the centre of the watch through a point half-way be
tween the hour-hand and number one. It will point south.

If you are in the southern 
part of our planet, you must 
point number 12 at the sun. 
(The angle between this number

1 point the hour-hand — нап
равьте часовую стрелку

2 through a point half-way be
tween — через точку, находящуюся 
на равном расстоянии между

3 to point south — указывать 
на юг

4 the real noon is one o’clock —
в действительности полдень наступа
ет в час дня (На территории СССР 
введено декретное время, переведен
ное на час вперед, с целью более ра
ционального использования населени
ем дневного света в течение суток.)
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and the hour-hand will then show north.) The line which you 
can imagine between number twelve and the hour-hand will 
then show north.

A PLANETARIUM OUT OF A CYLINDRICAL BOX

You can make a planetarium with the help of a cylindrical 
cardboard box. The box will show beautiful pictures of stars 
on the wall. You can take a book on astronomy and copy the 
group of stars which you want 
to study on a sheet of paper.
Then you must put your picture 
face down on the outside bot
tom of the box.1 Then you take 
a nail and make holes through 
the box at each mark. You can 
do that because you see the 
marks of stars through the pa
per. The holes will make a pic
ture of the group of stars as you 
will see it in the mirror, but 
the picture will be right when 
it is on the wall.

Now you may open your 
planetarium. You take your 
box into a dark room and put an electric torch into the open 
end. It is better when the torch shines on the side of the box 
and not directly on the holes. Then you will get a large picture 
of the group of stars on the wall. If you want, you may turn 
the box to study the group of stars from different positions.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH A COIN

How many times does the earth rotate during one trip 
round the sun? If we want to answer this question, we must 
first know from what place we are looking. As seen 2 from the 
sun, the earth makes 3651/, turns. But as seen from a star 
(which is, as you know, very, very far away), the earth ro

1 face down on the outside bottom of the box — лицевой частью на на
ружную часть дна коробки

2 As seen — зд. Как было бы видно

2 Лз 4946 9



tates З66У4 times. So the day 
as seen from the star is a little 
shorter than the day as seen 
from the sun.

You can explain this with 
the help of the following simple 
experiment. Put two five-kopek 
co in s1 on your table. They 
must touch each other, as 
shown in the picture. You 
hold the lower coin with your 
left finger and rotate the other 
coin round it. The two coins 
must always touch each other. 
Now, how many turns has the 

coin made when it comes back to the place where it began 
its trip? The answer will surprise you. It is not one, but 
two. As seen from the central coin, the other coin rotates 
only once, but you are far away. That is why you see two 
turns.

1 a five-kopek coin — пятикопеечная монета



B I O L O G Y

CATCH THE POSTCARD

Hold a postcard in your left hand, as you see in the picture; 
your right hand is ready to catch the postcard, but the fingers 
are not touching it. If you let the postcard go,1 you’ll find 
it easy to catch it with your right hand before it falls down.

Now see if your classmate can catch the postcard when you 
let it go. Let him hold his fingers on each side of the postcard, 
as you did before. Let the postcard go. His fingers will not 
catch it. You can repeat this as often as you want. He will not 
catch the postcard.

ку

2*

1 If you let the postcard go — Если вы отпустите (почтовую) открыт-
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You can catch the postcard because your brain can send
“let it go” and “catch” signals* to your two hands at the same
moment. But when you hold the postcard for your classmate to 
catch, his brain must first see that the postcard is falling, then 
send a “catch” signal to his fingers. This takes more time. 
That is why your friend cannot catch it.

PULSE DETECTOR8

There are many machines which 
cost hundreds of roubles that show 
the beating of our hearts. This pulse 
detector which costs less than a ko
pek will help you to watch the 
beating of your heart very well.

Put a thumb-tack into the base 
of a large match and put it on your 
hand on the place where you can feel 
the pulse, when your arm is resting 
on a table. The head of the match 
will move a little there and back 
with each beating of your heart.

IT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO LEARN TO WRITE

Now, when you have learned to write and draw pictures, 
you may think that it is very easy to do all that. But it is 
very difficult for a little child. He has not yet built up all the 
reflexes that could tell him how to move his hand to draw or 
write correctly.

If you want to feel like a child and understand his problem, 
the problem how to make his hand and eyes work together, 
here is an interesting way to do that.

Put this page on your table and put a mirror in front of 
the picture. Now raise your left hand and hold it over the pic
ture in such a way that you cannot see it; you can only see its 
reflection in the mirror. Take a pencil in your right hand and 
put it at the place START. Now look only in the mirror and try 
to draw a line from START to FINISH, but you mustn’t go

1 “let it go” and “catch” signals — сигналы «отпусти» и «лови»
2 Pulse Detector — Измеритель частоты биения пульса
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over the borders.1 It isn’t 
easy because your reflexes 
don’t work so well when you 
see a reversed image.2 So 
now you will understand 
that it is very difficult for 
a child when he begins to 
learn to write or draw pic
tures. You have felt if like a 
child.

ONE OR TWO POINTS?

Take a hairpin and open 
its points until they are 
four centimetres away from 
each other. Ask your friend to close his eyes and tell you if 
you are pressing one or two points of the hairpin against 
his arm. He will find with surprise that he can’t tell you 
that correctly. When you are pressing two points, he will 
feel them as one point.

Now close the hairpin until its points are only two m illi
metres away from each other. Put the points on your friend’s 
finger-tips 3 and ask him the same question. Now he will 
be right. He will tell you correctly if you are pressing one 
or two points of the hairpin against his finger-tips.

This simple experiment shows that different parts of 
the body feel the points of pressure4 in a different way. 
You can, if you want, find 
out which parts of the body 
feel the points of pressure 
better and which feel them 
worse.

1 to go over the borders —
заходить за линии (границы)

2 a reversed image — зер
кальное изображение

3 finger-tips—кончики паль
цев

4 the points of pressure — 
точки прикосновения
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A FLOWER OF TWO COLOURS

When flowers grow, water 
from the earth goes up through 
the roots and stem and into 
the flowers and leaves. It is easy 
to demonstrate the process by 
the following experiment. You 
fill two glasses with water. 
Then you colour the water in 
one glass red with the help of 
some food colouring.1 Now 
carefully divide the stem of a 
beautiful white flower into two 
parts. Put half the stem in 
one glass, the other half in the 
other glass, as you see in the 
picture. After a few hours you 
will find that one side of the 

flower has become red. You may be sure that everybody 
will look at your flower of two colours with surprise.

1 colour the water in one glass red with the help of some food colour
ing — подкрасьте воду в одном стакане в красный цвет с помощью како
го-либо пищевого красителя



CH E M I S T  R Y  
THE SUGAR CUBE11 WHICH CAN BURN

A catalyst in chemistry is a thing 
which helps to cause a chemical reac
tion, but it doesn’t itself take part in 
the reaction. You can demonstrate this 
with a sugar cube, some cigarette ash, 
and matches.

First put the sugar cube on a plate 
and see if you can make it burn with 
the help of a match. You will find it 
impossible to do that.

Now rub some ash on one side of 
the cube and try again. This time it 
catches fire and burns well.

1 a sugar cube — сахарный кубик (кусо
чек сахара-рафинада)
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The explanation is this. There is some lithium1 in the ash. 
Lithium is a very light metal. This lithium is the catalyst. 
It helps to make the sugar burn, though the ash itself cannot 
burn.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH AN ICE CUBE2

Put an ice cube from your refrigerator into a glass of 
water. You have a piece of string 10 centimetres long. The prob
lem is to take out that piece of ice with the help of the string.

But you must not touch the 
ice with your fingers.

You may ask your friends 
to try to do that when you 
are having dinner together. 
There is a salt-cellar on the 
table. You must use salt 
when you carry out this ex
periment.

First you put the string 
across the piece of ice, as shown 
in the picture. Then put some 
salt on the ice. Salt makes fee 
m elt.8 The ice round the string 
will begin to melt. But when 
it melts, it w ill lose heat. The 
cold ice cube will make the salt 
water freeze again.

After a minute or two you may raise the piece of string and 
with it you will raise your piece of ice!

This experiment can be very useful to you. If, for example, 
there is ice near the door of your house, you must use very much 
salt to melt all the ice. If you don’t put enough salt, the water 
will freeze again.

HOW TO COPY A NEWSPAPER PICTURE

You have often seen interesting and funny pictures in news
papers and you wanted to copy them. How can you do it? 
Now you will learn how to make a mixture. With the help of

1 lithium I'liGiam] — литий
2 an ice cube — кубик льда
* Salt makes ice m elt.— зд. Лед тает от соли.
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this mixture you can easily copy newspaper pictures on white 
sheets of paper.

You must mix four parts of water with one part of turpen
tine. Then you put a very small piece of soap (it must not be 
larger than half a match-box) and shake the mixture. Soon 
the soap disappears, but it will not allow the turpentine and 
water to separate.

Now, if you want to copy a newspaper picture, you must 
wet it a little with the mixture, then put a white sheet of 
paper on it and rub the paper strongly with a spoon. The 
turpentine dissolves enough of the ink and you find a reverse 
picture on your sheet of paper.



M A T H  E M  A T  I C S

THREE DRINKING GLASSES

Here is an interesting mathematical trick you can play on 
your friends. Put three drinking glasses in a row on the table. 
The glass which is in the centre must stand with its right side 
up1 and the two other glasses are standing upside-down.2 
The task is to turn two glasses at a time and to put them all 
right side up in three moves.3

At first you show your friends how to do it. Take glasses 
A and B, one in each hand, and turn them over at the same 
time. Do the same with glasses A and C, then repeat with A 
and B. Now all the three glasses are standing right side up.

Before your friend tries to do the same you turn the central 
glass upside-down; the two other glasses are standing with their 
right sides up. Your friend must not notice that you have 
changed the positions. Then you ask him to put them all right 
side up in three moves, as you have done it.

He will not notice that the glasses are standing in a differ
ent way. You began when two glasses were standing upside-

1 right side up — краями вверх
2 upside-down — вверх дном
8 in three moves — в три приема
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down and one glass right side up; now two are standing right 
side up and one upside-down. The trick is that from this new 
position he will not be able to do it. Your friends will try it 
many times before somebody notices the trick.

A GAME OF CIRCLES AND CROSSES

Most of you know this mathematical game, of course. You 
and your friend draw crosses and circles on a sheet of paper. 
You do it one after another. The first pupil who gets three 
marks in a row wins. But do 
you know that you can play 
this game another way and it 
will become more interesting?
You must try to make your 
friend w in .1 If you get your 
three marks in a row, you 
don’t win — you lose!

It is more difficult to play 
this game the other way. The 
second pupil can always win (if 
he plays the right way), but he 
may not win if the first pupil be
gins with his mark inthecentre.
Then, if the first pupil always takes a place on the other side 
of his friend’s mark, nobody will win, as in the game which 
you see in the picture.

If your friend does not know the secret which we have 
explained, you must play each time so as to leave him the 
greatest number of ways to win. You may try a few games and 
you will see how interesting it is to play the game this way.

TIE THE HANDS OF TWO PEOPLE

Here is an interesting game to show at a birthday party. 
Divide your friends into pairs. Each pair ties a piece of rope 
on their hands. The two ropes go round each other, as shown.

1 to make your friend win — сделать так, чтобы ваш друг выиграл
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The first pair which separates gets a prize. Of course, they 
must not cut or untie the rope.

You can separate if you pass the centre of one rope under 
the rope around your friend’s hand, then you must pass the 
rope over his fingers, then pass the centre back under the rope 
again.

CAN YOU TIE A KNOT?1

Put a piece of rope on the 
table. Ask anybody to take one 
end in each hand and tie a knot. 
Your friend must not let go2 
of any end. It seems impos
sible, but you can do it easi
ly. The trick is to fold your 
arms3 first and then pick up 
the rope, as shown in the pic
ture. When you unfold your 
arms, you will find your knot 
in the centre of the rope.

1 to tie a knot — завязать узел
2 to let go — отпустить
3 to fold your a rm s— сложить

руки
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THE THREE CARDS

In some games you have 
more chances to win than you 
think you have. Imagine you 
have three cards: one is black 
on two sides (BB), one is white 
on two sides {WW), and one is 
black on one side and white on 
the other (BW). You put them

o y_________ ___________ in a hat, then take out a card
and put it on the table. What 
are the chances that the other 
side will be the same as the 
upper side? If the upper side is 
black, you will perhaps think 
in the following way: “This 
can’t be the WW  card. So, 

it may be the BB or the BW . The chances are the same.”
But the chances are not the same. There are two chances 

that the other side is black too, and only one chance that 
the other side is white. There are three possible answers, not 
two, as you thought. If the upper side is black, it may be 
that:

1) you see the black side of the BW  card;
2) it is one of the sides of the BB\
3) it is the other side of the BB.
So you see that there are two chances that the other side

is black too, and only one chance that it is white.

CAN YOU TRISECT AN ANGLE?1

Two thousand years ago people who studied mathematics 
tried to trisect an angle with the help of a compass and a ruler. 
They could not do it. Today you or your teacher of mathematics 
can prove that it is possible.

You can make a simple instrument which trisects an angle 
correctly. Here is how you can do it. You cut a piece of card
board as shown in Picture 1. It is the instrument which you 
will use to trisect an angle.

1 to trisect an angle — разделить угол на 3 равные части
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1 2

Put your instrument on the angle XYZ  so that point A is 
on one side of the angle, side В of your instrument goes through 
point У, and the circle part of the instrument touches the side 
YZ  (Picture 2). Then you make points on the paper at С and 
D (C^Dt) and draw lines Y C X and Y D X. So you have trisected 
the angle!

If the angle is very acute and you cannot put your instru
ment on it, you can always make the angle two times larger, 
trisect it and then divide each angle into two parts. So you 
have trisected the acute angle.

If you know mathematics very well, you will prove why 
your instrument trisects the angle.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH TWO CIRCLES

Here is an interesting experiment which you can carry out 
when you are playing with your friends. Take a piece of card
board and cut two circles: a large circle and a small one. The 
small circle must have a diameter one-third that of the large 
circle. Then you put the smaller cardboard circle on the larger 
circle, mark a point1 on the smaller circle and roll the circle 
round the inside r im 2 of the larger circle. On the larger 
circle you mark the way which your point makes when the 
smaller circle rolls inside the larger circle. So you will get a 
triangle of three curved lines, as shown in Picture 1.

1 mark a point — поставьте точку
2 the inside rim — внутренний край
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Now ask your friends what figure they will get if the 
smaller circle has a diameter one-half that of the larger circle 
(Picture 2). They will give different answers. Then you find 
out whose answer was right. You cut the third cardboard 
circle of the size you were discussing and repeat the experi
ment.

The answer will surprise all of you. The way which the 
point makes now is the diameter of the larger circlel

FIND THE CENTRE OF A CIRCLE

Your teacher of mathematics has taught you how to find 
the centre of a circle. It takes some time. Here is a simple 
method.

Put the corner of a sheet of paper on the circumference 
of the circle (Picture 1), then mark points A and В where the 
sides of the paper cross the circle. You may be sure that 
points A and В mark the ends of a diameter. Draw it. Then 
repeat this process at a different place to get another diameter 
(Picture 2). You will find the centre where the two lines cross.

В
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HOW TO DRAW AN ELLIPSE?

You know that it is easy to draw 
a circle with a compass. But do you 
know how to draw an ellipse? Here is 
an easy way.

You stick two pins in a sheet of 
paper, then tie a piece of string into 
a circle and put it over the pins. 
Next you make the string tight 1 
with your pencil, as shown in the 
picture. You move the pencil round 
the pins. It will draw a good ellipse.

This method demonstrates the 
most important fact about an e l

lipse: the lines which you draw from the two centres to any 
point on the ellipse always have the same sum. In your 
ellipse the pins are the centres, and the lines of the strings 
AC  and BC  are the two lines to the same point on the 
ellipse. As the line AB  always stays the same, the sum 
of AC  and BC  must always be the same too when your 
pencil is drawing the ellipse.

If you move the pins nearer together, you will find that 
the form of your ellipse changes. When the two centres come 
together, you will have a circle.

PROVE THAT THE SUM OF ALL THE ANGLES 
OF A TRIANGLE IS 180°

Do you remember how your teacher of 
geometry taught you to prove that the sum 
of all the angles of a triangle is 180°? 
Yes, of course, you do. But it is interest
ing to prove it in the following way.

Cut a triangle out of a piece of pa
per. If you fold over the corners,2 as 
shown in the picture, you can easily make 
the three angles fit together to form a 180° 
angle at the base of the triangle.

1 make the string tight — натяните веревочку
2 If you fold over the corners — Если вы 

загнете углы



YOU CAN PUSH A COIN THROUGH 
A SMALLER HOLE

Do you know that you can 
push a coin through a smaller 
hole? Here is how you can do 
it. You put a kopek coin1 on a 
small piece of paper, then you 
draw a line round it with a 
pencil and cut out a hole, as 
you see in Picture l.N o w  the 
task is to push a three-kopek 
coin3 through this hole. You 
must not tear the paper.

You fold the paper across 
the hole3 when a part of the 
coin is in the hole, as shown 
in Picture 2. It is now very 

easy to push the coin through the hole, as you see in Pic
ture 3.

You may use other coins too. For example, you can cut 
out a hole with the help of a ten-kopek coin and push a 
twenty-kopek coin through this hole.

The trick always works when the circumference of the hole 
is a little longer than two diameters of the coin which you 
want to push through the hole.

HOW LONG IS THE DIAGONAL 
OF A SQUARE?

You know that one side of a triangle cannot be longer than 
the two other sides. But with the help of these four pictures 
you can prove that the diagonal of a square is as long as its 
two sides!

You draw a square 10 x  10 centimetres. Then you draw a 
zigzag line4 from point A to point B. Each part of the zigzag 
line is two and a half centimetres long, as shown in Picture 1.

1 a kopek coin — копеечная монета
3 a three-kopek coin — трехкопеечная монета
3 You lold the paper across the hole — Вы складываете бумагу так, 

чтобы линия сгиба проходила через центр отверстия
4 a zigzag line — зигзагообразная линия
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So your zigzag line is 20 cen
timetres long; it is as long as 
two sides of the square.

Then you draw the same 
square again and the zigzag 
line, as shown in Picture 2. But 
this time each part of the zigzag 
line is only two centimetres 
long. Your line is 20 centi
metres long, as it was be
fore.

The zigzag line is always 
20 centimetres long. The parts 
of the line become smaller and 

smaller, as shown in Pictures 3 and 4, but the zigzag line 
is still 20 centimetres long.

At last the parts become so small that the zigzag line be
comes a straight line. But it will be 20 centimetres long!

Now that you have proved it, can you explain the mistake? 
The explanation is this. The parts of the zigzag line become 
smaller and smaller, but they never disappear. In other words, 
the zigzag line will never become a straight line.

SHORT BRIDGES

Here are three drinking glasses and three rulers. The glasses 
are standing in such a way that the distance between any two 
glasses is longer than the ruler (Picture 1). Imagine that each
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glass is an island and each ruler is a bridge. With the help 
of these short bridges you must join all the three islands 
with one another. Of course, you must not move the glasses; 
they are islands, and you can’t move islands! So, can you join 
them with one another? If you can’t, Picture 2 will show you 
how you can build the bridges.

THE PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM1

According to the famous Pythagorean theorem the square 
on the hypotenuse of a right-angled2 triangle equals the sum 
of the squares on the other two sides. Here is a very unusual 
way to prove this theorem.

First draw the squares on the two shorter sides of any right- 
angled triangle. Divide the square on the larger of these sides 
into four parts by two lines at right angles to each other and 
crossing at the centre of the square. One of these lines is 
parallel to the hypotenuse of the triangle.

Now cut out the small square and the four parts of the 
larger one. You will find that these five pieces will fit together 
to form the square on the hypotenusel Now, when you have 
done that, can you prove it mathematically?

1 The Pythagorean Theorem — Теорема Пифагора
2 right-angled — прямоугольный
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HOW MANY MATCHES ARE 
THERE IN YOUR HAND?

Take any number you like. 
For example, you have taken 
387. Now add 3 + 8 + 7 = 1 8 .  
Then 387— 18=369. You can 
divide 369 by 9. If you take 
another number and do the 
same, you will also find that 
at the end you will be able to 
divide the number which you 
get by 9. This interesting fact 
will help you to tell how many 
matches your friend has in his 
hand. And this is how you can 
do it.

Put some 21—25 matches in front of him. Then stand 
far away and don’t look at him. Tell him to do the follow
ing.

1. He must take any number of matches from 1 to 10 
and put them in his bag.

2. Then he must count how many matches there are in 
front of him and add the two figures of this number. For ex
ample: if he counts 16 matches, 1 + 6 = 7 .  So he must take 7 
more matches and put them in his bag.

3. At the end he must take any number of matches and hide 
them in his hand.

Then you come up to him and tell him the number of 
matches he is hiding in his hand.

The secret is that after he has put the matches in his 
bag the second time, there are always nine matches in front of 
him. So you count how many matches are in front of him and 
nine minus that number will tell you how many matches he 
has in his hand.

A TRICK WITH DICE

The fact that the sum of the numbers on the opposite sides 
of a die is always seven explains many unusual mathematical 
tricks with dice. Here is one of the best.

Turn round when somebody throws three dice. Ask him:
i) to add all the three numbers;
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2) to take one die and add 
the number on the bottom face 1 
to the number which he has 
already counted;

3) to throw the same die 
again and add again the num
ber it shows on top.

Now turn round and tell 
your friends that you can’t 
know which of the three dice 
they threw again. Take all the 
dice, shake them in your hand 
a moment and then tell the 
correct sum.

How do you know? That is simple. You must add the num
bers on the top faces2 of the three dice before you take them in 
your hand, and add seven. If you think a little, you will 
understand why this works.

THE WONDERFUL WINDOW

Ask your friend to write down any number of three figures 
in which the difference between the first and last figures is 
two or more than two. Imagine he has written 317. Tell him 
to change the places of the first and the third figures. Then he

L on the bottom face — на нижней грани 
2 on the top faces — на верхних гранях
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must subtract the smaller number from the larger (713—3 17=  
=396). At last he must change the places of the figures in this 
answer and add them to the answer (693+396=1089).

“Now, if you breathe on the glass of that window,” you 
say to him, “you will see the answer on the glass.” When he 
breathes on the glass, he will see number 1089 on the window.

The secret is very simple: the answer is always 1089. 
Before you do the trick, put some detergent1 in a glass of 
water, then put your finger in the water and write with it 
1089 on the window. Nobody can see the writing when it is 
dry, but when somebody breathes on the glass the place where 
your finger touched the glass will not become darker.

QUICK ADDITION

Anybody can learn to count fast if he knows the secret of 
the following trick.

Ask your friend to write any five-figure number2 on the 
blackboard. Then you write your five-figure number under it. 
You choose your figures so that each one with the figure above 
it will make nine.

For example: His number: 45 623 
Your number: 54 376

1 detergent — зд. мыльный (стиральный) порошок 
* a five-figure number — пятизначное число



Tell your friend to put a third five-figure number under 
your number. Then you write a fourth number in the same way. 
After he has written the fifth number, you draw a line under 
it and quickly write the sum. You may even write it from left 
to right!

How do you do it? You subtract two from the fifth number 
and put 2 in front of your answer. For example: if the fifth 
number is 48 765, the sum will be 248 763.

AN INTERESTING WAY 
TO MULTIPLY NUMBERS

Here is an interesting way to multiply numbers from 6 
to 10. They used this method in some parts of old Russia be
fore the Great October Socialist Revolution because at that 
time poor people and their children could not go to school.

If you want to try this method, you must do the follow
ing.

You give numbers to your fingers from 6 to 10, as you see 
in Picture 1. If you want to multiply 7 by 8, finger number 7 
of one hand must touch finger number 8 on the other hand. 
Then the two fingers together with all the fingers under them 
are tens. You have five tens, that is 50.

Then you multiply the number of the other fingers on the 
left hand by the number of the other fingers on your right hand. 
3 X 2 = 6 .  So 5 0 + 6 = 5 6 .  This method always gives the right 
answer.
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Л О  ^  i - T  STRANGE MATHEMATICS

V  L  > There are many ways to multiply
I I  numbers of two or more figures. Here

С* £  Q  's one strangest-
О  О  О  Imagine you wish to multiply
0  A 3  С  23 ЪУ 17• Half of 23 is 1 1 1 Write
2_ /  J U  only 11 under 23 as you see in the
4  r \ —j  О  picture. Half of 11 is 5 l/ 2. Write only
1 /  / — 5. Continue until you have 1.

Now write numbers under 17.
But this time you must multiply 
each number by two to write the 

number under it. Continue until you have a number on 
the same line as 1. Now draw a line through any row that 
has an even number on the left. In our example there is on
ly one. Now add the rest of the numbers in the right-hand 
row.1 Believe it or not, you will get the right answer. If you 
are interested why this method works, ask your teacher of 
mathematics to explain it to you.

3 9 1

MAGIC IN MATHEMATICS

Here is an interesting trick you can show your friends. 
First take a sheet of paper and write on it the magic number 
12 345 679. It is easy to remember this number because there

1 the right-hand row — правый ряд



are all figures in it from 1 to 9; only number 8 is not 
there.

Now ask a friend to tell you his favourite figure. Multiply 
the figure which he is going to tell you by 9 in your head. 
Write the answer under the magic number. For example, if he 
tells you that his favourite number is 3, you write 27 under 
the magic number. Then ask him to multiply 12 345 679 by 
27. The answer will surprise him, because there will be only 
3 ’s in it—it is his favourite figure. The trick works with any 
figure. Try it and see.



P S Y C H O L O G Y

HOT OR COLD?

Many years ago when people had no thermometers, they 
usually touched a thing to see how hot or cold it was. The 
following experiment shows how easy it was to make a mistake.

Take three glasses: one glass with very hot water, another 
glass with very cold water, and the third glass with water 
at room temperature. Then you put a finger of one hand in the 
hot water, and a finger of the other hand in the cold water. 
You hold your fingers in the two glasses for a minute. Then 
you use each finger, one after another, to see how hot or cold 
the water in the third glass is. You will find that the water 
is warm to the finger that was in the cold water before, but the 
finger which was in the hot water before will feel cold in the 
same glass of water.

That is why you must always find the temperature in a 
scientific way. You must not try to tell the temperature as it 
seems to you.



You will often make a mistake if you take something that 
seems to you for a real fact. For example, when you aregoing 
to the circus by bus and you want to get there very quickly, 
it seems to you that your bus is going very slowly, slower than 
the other buses. But if it is Sunday and you have much free 
time, it seems to you that all the buses and cars are going 
very fast.

“MOSCOW IN THE SPRING”

If you looked at this trian
gle and read the words as “Mos
cow in the spring”, please look 
at it again.

The fact is that most people 
read a number of words at once; 
they do not read every word. 
That is why it is difficult

for them to notice such mistakes like “the the” in the tri
angle.

You will have a very good time if you show this triangle
to your friends. Some of them will read it four or five times
before they notice the second “the”.

IT IS EASY TO REMEMBER SOME FACTS

Do you ever forget any important facts which you must 
remember? If you sometimes forget them, here are some 
examples which can teach you how to remember important 
facts and other things.

Which side of a ship or airplane has a door for people 
to come in or to come out when the ship or airplane is at the 
port? You can remember that it is the left side if you look 
in front, because “left” and “port” have the same number of 
letters.

Some teachers of mathematics in England remember я  
to seven decimal places1 because they remember the sentence, 
“May I have a large container of coffee?” The number of 
letters in each word stands for a figure of я.

1 to seven decimal places — до седьмого знака
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The picture which you see shows how your hands can help 
you to remember the number of days in each month. You 
imagine the names of the months on your knuckles and the 
places between them (from left to right). All the months which 
are on the knuckles have 31 days; the others have 30 days, 
except February. February, as you know, has 28 days, but 
once every four years, that is in leap-years, it has 29 days.



P H Y S I C S

WATERMARKS1

Here is an interesting way to write a secret letter. You 
do it with the help of watermarks. If you collect stamps, you 
know what a watermark is. On every stamp there is a mark 
which you cannot see. You can see it only when you put the 
stamp in water. This mark is called a “watermark”. The water
mark proves that you have a real stamp. People make water
marks on stamps by applying pressure.? The places where they 
have applied pressure reflect light in a different way when 
they are wet.

It is easy to make watermarks and use them to write a 
secret letter. You put a sheet of paper in water, then take it out 
quickly and put it on a sheet of glass or a mirror. Put a dry 
sheet of paper on top of it. Now you may write on the dry sheet. 
You must use a hard pencil to apply pressure. When you raise 
the dry sheet you will find that you can see everything you 
have written on the wet sheet. When your wet paper becomes 
dry, you will not see anything, but the text will appear again 
if you put the sheet of paper in water and take it out quickly. 
Try it and see how it worksl

1 Watermarks — Водяные знаки (на бумаге)
2 by applying pressure — выдавливанием
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One of Newton’s most fa
mous experiments was to pass 
a beam of sunlight 1 through a 
prism to form rainbow colours? 
on the wall.

You can carry out an ex
periment of this sort with an 
electric torch,3 a mirror and 
a bowl of water.

Put the mirror in the bowl 
so that it is at an angle of 
30° to the level of the water. 
When it is dark in the room, 
you shine your torch on the 

mirror. A small spectrum of colours will appear on the ceil
ing.

The experiment proves that there are many lights of dif
ferent colours in white light. The water acts as a prism 
which reflects each colour at a different angle and forms 
different colours on the ceiling.

SPECTRUM ON THE CEILING

A DEVICE TO COPY PICTURES4

You know that the glass of a window will reflect an image 
like a mirror. It w ill reflect an image especially well at night, 
when it is dark in the street and there is light in the room.

Thanks to this fact you can 
make a very good device which 
you will use to copy pic
tures.

You get a sheet of glass and 
put it vertically on a table,

1 to pass a beam of sunlight — 
пропустить луч солнечного света

2 to form rainbow colours — что
бы получить цвета радуги

3 an electric torch — электри
ческий фонарик

4 A Device to Copy Pictures — 
Приспособление для срисовывания 
картинок
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as shown in the picture. Put the picture which you want to 
copy on one side of the glass and a sheet of white paper on the 
other side. Sit down on the side where the picture is. It must 
be dark in the room except for the lamp which shines on the 
picture. It will seem to you that there is an image of the 
picture on your sheet of white paper. Through the glass you 
will be able to see your hand and pencil when you copy the 
image.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH A BOX OF MATCHES

JJIP

Ask somebody to hold a 
box of matches 30 centime
tres over the table, then drop 
it so that it falls on one end 
and stands. When he tries 
it, the box will fall on its 
side.

You use the stabilizing 
power of friction.1 Open the 
box of matches three centi
metres as shown, then drop it. 
The box will stand, it will not 
fall on its side. There are many 
stabilizing devices which work 
on the same principle.

THE FORKS WILL 
NOT FALL DOWN

Here is a simple and amus
ing experiment to demonstrate 
the force of gravity.2

Take two forks and join 
their teeth tight together with 
the help of a five-kopek coin,

1 You use the stabilizing power 
of friction.— Вы используете силу 
трения, которая придает коробочке 
устойчивость.

2 the force of gravity — сила 
тяжести
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as shown in the picture. Then put the coin with the forks on 
a rim of a glass. You w ill soon find the right position of the 
coin when you may let the forks go, and they will not fall 
down. The force of gravity will hold them on the rim.

HOW TO BREAK A STRONG ROPE

Do you know that there is a simple way to break a strong 
rope with your hands?

Tie one end of the rope round your left forefinger, then 
put it round the hand as shown. Now take the rope half a metre 
lower with your right hand and turn it 4 or 5 times round the 
right hand. Close your hands into fists. Hold the fists together, 
then quickly move your right fist down and your left fist up. 
The rope will break in your left fist at the point A.

This happens because all the force acts on the small point
A. Here the rope acts like a knife and cuts through the point A.

A LEMONADE-STRAW CAN GO THROUGH
A POTATO1

You don’t think it is possible, but it is. Hold an unpeeled 
potato and a straw as shown. Your finger must cover the top 
opening2 of the straw. Strike the potato quickly with as much

1 A Lemonade-straw Can Go Through a Potato — Соломинка для 
(питья) лимонада может проткнуть картофелину

2 the top opening — отверстие верхнего конца
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force as you can, but be sure 
the straw is perpendicular to 
the potato. After some prac
tice you will be able to do it 
almost every time.

The explanation is this.
You are holding the potato 

in your hand; so it is in a state 
of rest.1 It is inert. The straw 
which strikes the potato has a 
great impulse of force.2 The 
pressure of the compressed air 
in the straw will keep it hard.
That is why it goes through 
the potato.

EGG IN THE BOTTLE

If you want to demonstrate to your friends how strong 
the pressure of the air is, here is a simple way to do it. Take a 
hard-boiled egg3 and a clean milk bottle. Take off the shell 
and put the egg on the opening of the bottle. Then ask your 
friends to push the egg into the bottle. At first they will

1 in a sta te  of rest — в состоянии покоя
2 impulse of force — импульс силы
3 a hard-boiled egg — яйцо, сваренное вкрутую
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think it is possible. They will try and try, but they will not be 
able to do it. The egg will not go in because the air in the bottle 
cannot come out. The pressure of the air in the bottle will not 
allow the egg to go in.

Then you show them how you can do it. You throw a burn
ing match1 into the bottle and put the egg on the opening. 
The fire uses up the oxygen in the bottle. Then the pressure of 
the outer air2 on the egg pushes it into the bottle.

How do you take it out again?
After your friends have tried it many times, you turn the 

bottle down so that the egg falls nearer to the opening. Then 
put back your head, as shown in the picture, and blow as hard 
as you can3 into the bottle which you hold upside-down. 
When you take your mouth away, the egg will come out so 
quickly that you must be ready to take it in your other hand. 
This happens because the pressure of the air in the bottle be
comes greater than the pressure of the outer air.

A THREE-KOPEK COIN CAN DANCE

The next time you buy a bottle of lemonade, you may try 
the following scientific experiment. When there is no lemonade 
in the bottle, but the bottle is still cold, you put a three- 
kopek coin on the opening, as shown in the picture. You must 
also put some two or three drops of water on the opening of

the bottle.
Then you put your hands 

round the bottle and hold it 
for half a minute. The coin will 
begin to jump up and down in 
a strange way. After it has 
danced for some time, you take 
your hands away. The coin will 
continue to dance.

This experiment shows that 
things expand when you

1 a burning match — горящая 
спичка

2 the outer air — наружный 
воздух

3 as hard as you can — как мож
но сильнее (изо всех сил)
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heat1 them. And air too. When you hold the bottle in your 
hands, the cold air in the bottle becomes warmer. When the 
air becomes warmer, it comes out of the bottle and makes 
the coin dance.

THE MAGDEBURG GLASSES2

You remember the famous 
experiment in Magdeburg, 
Germany, in 1650, when they 
proved how strong the force of 
vacuum was.

You can also prove it with 
the help of two glasses and a 
piece of wet blotting-paper. 
To do that you light some 
matches and put them into the 
lower glass. Put the wet blot
ting-paper on the brim, then 
quickly put the second glass 
on the paper as shown.

When the matches are burning, they will use up the oxy
gen in the two glasses. Now try to lift the upper glass. 
You’ll find that the wet blotting-paper and the lower glass 
stick to it.

BERNOULLI’S PR IN C IPLE8

Bernoulli’s principle says that when a gas or liquid is 
moving, its pressure becomes lower. When it moves faster, its 
pressure becomes still lower. Here is how you can demonstrate 
this principle at home.

You push a thumb-tack through the centre of a small piece 
of cardboard and put a spool over the thumb-tack, as shown in 
the picture. You hold the spool in one hand and the cardboard 
in the other. Then you raise the spool to your mouth and blow 
down through it as hard as you can. At the same time you let 
the piece of cardboard go. Do you think it will fall down on

1 expand when you heat — расширяются, когда вы нагреваете
2 The Magdeburg Glasses — Магдебургские полушария (или тарел

ки)
3 Bernoulli’s Principle — Закон Бернулли
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the floor? No, it will not. It will stay at the other end of the 
spool when you are blowing.

Now that you know Bernoulli’s principle, you can explain  
why your piece of cardboard doesn’t fall down. When you 
are blowing into the spool, the air moves faster over the top of 
the cardboard and the air pressure1 becomes lower. The air 
pressure under the cardboard is greater, and the cardboard 
does not fall down.

The same principle explains why an airplane does not 
fall down when it flies. They make its wings in such a way 
that the air moves over the tops of the wings faster than it 
moves under the wings. So the air pressure on the tops of the 
wings becomes lower than the pressure under the wings, and 
the airplane does not fall down. It flies. If it stops moving, it 
will fall down.

TWO INTERESTING WAYS 
TO BLOW OUT A CANDLE2

There are many interesting ways to blow out a candle and 
some of them are of scientific interest. Here are two ways to 
do that.

1 the a ir pressure [ 'p re jо] — давление воздуха
2 to blow out a candle — задуть свечу
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Take a clean bottle and close it with your thumb. Then 
put the opening of the bottle and your thumb into your mouth. 
Take away your thumb from the opening of the bottle and blow 
as hard as you can. Then close the opening of the bottle with 
your thumb again. Now if you put the opening of the bottle 
near the fire of the candle and take your thumb away, the com
pressed air which shoots out of the bottle 1 will blow out the 
candle.

Another interesting way to blow out a candle with the 
help of a bottle is to put the bottle between your mouth and 
the fire of the candle and blow (Picture 2). You will blow 
out the fire and your friends will think you were blowing 
right through the bottle.

The explanation is this.
The pressure of a gas becomes less and less the faster it 

moves. When you are blowing, the air moves past the bottle 
and forms a place with low pressure in front of the candle. The 
outer air comes quickly to this place and the whirling of the 
air2 blows out the fire.

1 the compressed air which shoots out of the bottle — сжатый воздух, 
который устремляется из бутылки

2 the whirling of the air — вихревой поток воздуха
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Q AN EXPERIMENT WITH 
A TABLE-TENNIS BALL

Take a piece of lemonade- 
straw 15 centimetres long and 
put one end of it in your 
mouth. Lean back your head1 
and hold a table-tennis ball 
6—8 centimetres over the other 
end. Blow as hard as you can 
and let the ball go2 at the same 
time. The ball w ill not fall down 
as you thought. It will stay in 
the air. The harder you blow, 
the higher it goes above the 
straw.

The explanation is this.
We already know that when the air moves quickly, its pres

sure becomes lower. In this experiment the air which quickly 
comes out of the straw moves round the ball and forms a place 
with lower pressure over the ball. When you areblowinghard 
your ball stays in the air or goes higher above the straw. It 
cannot move in any other direction because the greater air 
pressure on the sides of the column of air which you are blow
ing makes the ball stay in the “column”.

If you have been to the circus, perhaps you have seen 
the following trick. The actor takes a glass of water and a 
wet handkerchief. He puts the handkerchief on the glass and 
pushes down the centre of the handkerchief. So the handker
chief on the glass looks like a w ell.3 Then he turns the glass up
side-down on his right hand, and takes it with his left hand, as 
shown in the picture. The pressure of the air pushes the hand
kerchief into the glass.

“When I put my finger on the glass,” the actor says, “the 
water will boil.” And he is right. When he does that, you see 
that the water is boiling. Some people say that they can 
even hear the noise of the water when it is boiling.

What happened was this.

1 Lean back your head — Откиньте назад голову
2 lei the ball go — отпустите мячик
3 a well — колодец

COLD WATER CAN BOIL
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When the actor pushed the glass with his finger, the glass 
moved down a little through his left hand, and the handker
chief moved up a little. This lowered the centre of the handker
chief in the glass and made a vacuum. The vacuum made air 
come in through the handkerchief and you saw the illusion 
that the water was boiling.

THE BUTTON WHICH DOES WHAT YOU TELL IT

You drop a button from a shirt into a glass of carbonated 
water.1 The button goes down. A moment or two later you move 
your hand over the glass and say, “Button, come up.” The

1 carbonated w ater — газированная вода
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button slowly moves up to the top. When you move your hand 
over the glass again and say, “Button, go down”, it goes down 
again.

This amusing trick works well with any small thing.
When it is resting on the bottom of the glass, little bubbles 

of carbon dioxide 1 begin to collect around it. When enough 
bubbles have collected to counteract the weight of your thing, 
they raise it up. When it comes up, the bubbles disappear and 
the weight of the thing carries it down again. These movements 
up and down continue as long as there is carbonation 2 in 
the water.

You have, of course, tried it already and so you know how 
long you have to wait each time before you tell the button 
to go up or down.

AN AUTOMATIC SIPHON3

People have made many different automatic siphons, but 
this automatic siphon is so simple that you can make it from 
a glass tube.4

With the help of a candle you can bend the tube as shown 
in the picture. When your tube becomes cold again, you put it 
into the water, as you see, and your siphon will begin to 
work at once.

When point A on the tube goes down, the water (which 
always finds its own leve l)5 runs through the tube to point
B. Thanks to its inertia, the water goes up and over point 
С and begins to siphon.

You can also make such a siphon with the help of a plastic 
lemonade-straw. Water can run through such straws when you 

л  bend them. If one straw is not
enough, you can put two or 
three of them together to make
a long tube.

1 bubbles of carbon dioxide —
пузырьки углекислого газа

2 carbonation—выделение угле
кислого газа

3 An Automatic Siphon — Авто
матический сифон

4 a glass tube — стеклянная 
трубочка

5 the water (which always finds 
its own level) — вода (которая стре
мится всегда восстановить первона
чальный уровень)
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YOU CAN GET THE WATER OUT 
OF THE GLASS

Put two glasses of water one on the other, as shown in 
the picture. The lower glass is standing in a large bowl. You 
move the upper glass a little to make a very small opening be
tween the two glasses. The air pressure will not allow the wa
ter to come out.

Now ask your friend if he can get the water out of the upper 
glass, but he must not touch the two glasses in any way. You 
may be sure he will not be able to do it.

It is possible to do it with a straw. You hold one end near 
the opening between the two glasses and blow through the 
other end as hard as you can. Air will come up into the upper 
glass and make the water come out through the opening and 
down into the bowl.

(If you find it difficult to put the two glasses of water one 
on the other, put them underwater in a large bowl, hold them 
together and then take them out.)

THE WATER IS IN THE LOWER GLASS

Take a wet handkerchief, turn one end of it but hold the 
other end. Then you put it over two glasses, as shown in 
the picture. You must be sure that the handkerchief touches 
the lowest part of the higher glass but only the top of the other
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glass. At night before you go to 
bed, you fill the higher glass 
with water. The next morning 
you find all the water in the 
lower glass!

This phenomenon is called 
capillary action.1 It made 
the water which was in the 
higher glass go through the 
handkerchief to the lower 
glass. You will learn more 
about it in the ninth form.

PASCALS LA W 2

Pascal’s law tells us that if you apply pressure to a con
fined gas or liquid,3 the gas or liquid transmits the pressure 
undiminished4 in all directions and the pressure acts on all 
parts of the liquid.

You can demonstrate this with the help of a lemonade 
bottle, some matches and a balloon. You cut off the heads 
of the matches and then drop the heads into the bottle. 
Then you fill the bottle up to the opening with water and 
tie the mouth of the balloon tightly over the opening. The 
heads of the matches will be on top of the water, but when 
you press your finger on the balloon (as shown in the pic
ture), they will go down slowly to the bottom. When you 
raise your finger, the heads go up again.

The explanation is this. 
The pressure, which you 

transmit through the water, 
makes a very small part of water 
get into each head of the match.

1 capillary action — капилляр
ное движение (жидкости)

2 Pascal’s Law — Закон Пас
каля

3 if you apply pressure to a con
fined gas or liquid — если вы произ
водите давление на газ или жид
кость, содержащиеся в замкнутом 
сосуде

4 transmits the pressure undi
minished — передает давление без 
изменения
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Then the head of the match becomes heavier and goes down. 
When you raise your finger, there is enough air pressure in the 
heads to make the water come out of them. So the match heads 
go up again.

PUT THE CORK IN THE CENTRE

Fill a drinking glass with 
enough water so that it isalmost- 
full. Put a small cork into the 
glass and ask your classmates or 
friends to make the cork stay 
in the centre of the water; it 
must not touch the sides of the 
glass. They will not be able to 
do it. The cork always moves 
to one side.

When your friends have de
cided that it is impossible, you 
show them that it is easy to do 
it. Add more water to the glass 

from another glass until the water is a little over the rim. 
Be very careful. Because of the surface tension,1 the water 
will form a convex surface.2 The cork moves to the centre, 
where the water is highest, and there it will stay.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH A CARDBOARD ARROW.3

Everybody knows that most things expand when you heat 
them and contract when you cool them .4 But do you or your 
friends know what contracts when you heat it? It is rubber. 
You can demonstrate that rubber contracts when you heat it 
by the following experiment.

Take a rubber band5 and put it round a small box. Then 
you cut out a cardboard arrow, put it on a pin, and push the 
pin under the band, as shown in the picture. If you now bring

1 Because of the surface ['sa:fis] tension [ 'ten jn ] — Благодаря поверх
ностному натяжению

2 a convex ['kon'veks] surface — выпуклая поверхность
3 a cardboard arrow — стрелка из картона
4 contract when you cool them — сжимаются при охлаждении
6 a rubber band — круглая резинка (для упаковки лекарств и т. п.)
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a candle to the point A of the rubber band, the cardboard 
arrow will move slowly to the left. If you move the candle 
near the point В of the rubber band, your arrow will slowly 
move to the right.

Now you can explain it.
The heat makes the rubber band contract. When it contracts 

it turns the pin and the arrow moves to the left or to the right.

HOW YOU CAN DEMONSTRATE INERTIA

You know, you can demonstrate inertia with the help of 
checkers.

You build a tower of white checkers; only the second 
checker from the table (or floor) is black. Thirty centimetres
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away you put another checker vertically, as shown in the pic
ture. If you press your finger down on the side of this checker,1 
it will move quickly to the tower. When the checker comes up 
to the tower, it will push out the black checker, but all the 
other checkers will not fall down.

This simple experiment demonstrates inertia. Thanks to 
inertia the white checkers do not fall down when the black 
checker comes out.

(If your checkers are small, you may find that it is better 
to put the black checker third from the table instead of 
second.)

THE EGG AND FRICTION

Imagine somebody has given you a number of eggs on a 
plate and said, “One of these eggs is hard-boiled. The rest 
are raw. Can you find the hard-boiled egg if you don’t break 
any of them?”

You will be able to do that if you know the laws of fric
tion.2 Put only one egg on the plate and try to spin it. The only 
egg that will spin well is the hard-boiled egg. The raw egg 
will not spin well because the friction between the layers 
of its liquid and the friction between the liquid and the shell 
kill the spin.3

1 press your finger down on the side of this checker — щелкните паль
цем по этой шашке

2 the laws of friction — законы трения 
8 kill the spin — замедляют вращение
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DIVIDE AN APPLE

Put the blade of a knife in
to an apple so that it sticks to 
the knife when you hold it, 
as you see in the picture. Now 
strike the end of the knife 
with the back of another knife 
as near the fruit as possible. 
The apple will not move as 
quickly as the knife that you 
have struck. That is why the 
knife cuts the apple in two.

THERE IS NO MAGIC

Put a fifty-kopek coin on its side, then put a small piece of 
paper on it and cover them with a drinking glass, as shown in 
the picture. Now ask your friend to throw the piece of paper off

the coin, but he mustn’t touch 
the glass or jump on the floor. 
The cQin must not fall 
down.

Don’t show him at once 
how to do it. Let him think 
and try it for a long time. 
When at last he says it is im
possible to do it, you comb 
your hair (the hair must be 
dry), and then put the comb 
(as if by chance) near the side 
of the glass. The piece of pa
per will fall down at once. 
But there is no magic. It is 
electricity that makes the 
piece of paper fall down.



O P T I C A L  I L L U S I O N S

A FUNNY FINGER

Do you want to see an interesting optical illusion? If 
you do, put your two forefingers together and hold them 7 
or 8 centimetres in front of your eyes, as shown in the picture. 
Look over the fingers and focus your eyes on something far

away. Now hold your fingers a centimetre away frcm each 
other and look between them. You will see a funny finger in 
the air with a nail at each end!

This is what happens.
When you hold your two fingers in front of your eyes, the 

picture of your left finger in your left eye and the picture of 
your right finger in your right eye come together in part 1 
and you see a funny finger with a nail at each end.

CIRCLES ON THE CARD

Draw four thick lines on a piece of cardboard, as shown in 
the picture. Push a pin through the centre. Then hold the

1 come together in part — частично сливаются
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pin and spin the piece of cardboard. To your surprise, you 
will see two concentric circles. The trick works with two lines, 
but the illusion is stronger if there are four.

A MISSING PIECE OF CAKE

Where is the missing piece of cake?
You will find it if you turn the picture upside-down.

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION WITH A MATCH

If you want to see this interesting optical illusion, you 
must take two matches and a small rubber band. The matches 
must have no heads. Put the rubber band on two of the fingers
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of your left hand, as shown in the picture. Put one of the 
matches through the rubber band and turn it many times 
from end A to end B.  Then you put the other match between 
the two fingers of your left hand and the first match will not 
turn back. With your right finger you move match end A 
to the right. This will bring end В against the other side of 
the second match.

Now you are going to demonstrate the illusion. Tell your 
friends that you can make the first match go through the 
second match. You raise your right finger for a moment. During 
this moment end В comes back to your right finger. This 
movement will be so quick that your friends will not notice 
it. After some practice you will be able to do it so well that 
your friends will not notice the movement of your right finger 
too. The illusion will make them think1 that one match has 
gone through the other match.

MOON ILLUSION

One of the most interesting of all natural illusions is 
the large size of a full moon when we see it low on the horizon. 
Six hours later, when the moon is high in the sky, we think

1 The illusion will make them think — Вследствие иллюзии они бу
дут думать
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that it has become much smaller. But photographs show that 
the diameter of the moon when it is high in the sky is the same 
as when it is low on the horizon. We shall see the same illu
sion if we go to a planetarium.

Scientists do not agree on why this happens. Some of them 
think that the moon on the horizon looks larger because we 
can see it together with some trees or houses (which are on 
the horizon too). But this does not explain why the illusion is 
the same at sea, where there is nothing on the horizon.

Now some scientists think that this illusion takes place 
because things look smaller when we must raise our eyes to 
see them.

AN ILLUSION WITH A THREE-KOPEK COIN

Can you put a three-ko- 
/  рек coin on this picture of 

a table so that the coin does 
not touch the sides of the 
table? At first you will think 
it is possible, but when you 
try to do it, you will find 
that the coin is very large. 
You thought that it was 
smaller. It was an illusion. 
The angles of the picture help 
to cause the illusion.
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YOU CAN SEE THROUGH 
YOUR HAND

If you want to see through 
your hand, you must take a 
sheet of paper and make a tube. 
You put one end of the tube 
to your right eye, as you do 
it with a telescope. Then you 
hold your left hand at the 
tube, as shown in the picture. 
You focus your eyes on the 
wall of the room. It will seem 
to you that you are looking 
through a hole in your left 
hand. If you move your hand, 
you can find a place where it 

w ill seem to you that the hole is in the centre of your hand.
It is binocular vision1 that explains this illusion. The 

picture of the hand in your left eye runs over the picture 
which you see with your right eye.

If you move your focus to your left hand, you will see 
that the hole is moving away from the hand. Then you focus 
your eyes on the wall of the room again, and the hole moves 
back to the centre of your hand.

THE THIRD COIN

It is easy to show an interesting optical illusion with two 
coins. Hold the coins between your forefingers as you see in 
the picture. Rub the coins against each other. A third coin will 
appear between and below the other two. This is because your 
eyes keep the images of the two coins in their lowest positions. 
But nobody can explain well enough why the third coin always 
appears below and never above the real coins. (See the 
picture on page 60.)

1 binocular vision — бинокулярное зрение
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A STRANGE SPIRAL

You are sure that this picture shows a spiral line that 
begins from the centre. But if you try to follow the line with a 
pencil, you will find that it is not a spiral. You have a number 
of concentric circles. You may show this optical illusion to 
your friends if you twist together a black and a white piece
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о! горе to make one rope and put it on a carpet which has dif
ferent pictures on it. Scientists give different explanations of 
this optical illusion. They don’t agree on one explanation.

You may show how cinema films run with the help of this 
paper toy.

Fold in half a piece of paper 7Va by 20 centimetres (Pic
ture 1). On the lower leaf draw the face shown in Picture 2. On

the upper leaf draw the face in Picture 3. Turn the upper leaf 
into a tube1 (Picture 4).

Your left finger holds the upper left corner and your right 
hand holds a pencil above the upper leaf, as shown. Move the 
pencil up and down quickly. The upper leaf will unroll and roll 
up again,2 and you will see a short but funny film.

1 Turn the upper leaf Into a tube — Сверните верхний листок в тру- 
бочку

2 will unroll and roll up again — будет раскручиваться и снова за
кручиваться

PAPER FILMS
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A TURNING DEVICE1

This turning device will 
show you that your eye can 
keep a picture of a thing for 
half a second after you have 
put that thing away. You can 
make a turning device in the 
following way.

Cut out a square piece of 
cardboard 4 by 4 centimetres. 
Make two holes and tie short 
pieces of string, as shown in 
Picture 1.

Draw a large fishbowl on 
one side of the square and a 
small fish on the other side. 
Hold the pieces of string be
tween your fingers. Now you 

can turn the square very quickly with your fingers. When it 
is turning, you will see only one picture of the fish inside 
the bowl (Picture 2).

AN ILLUSION WITH A PENCIL

You can make an interesting illusion with the help of a 
pencil. Take a pencil and hold it with your fingers near one 
end, as shown in the picture. Then you move your hand up 
and down no more than five centimetres. You must try not to

1 A Turning Device — Вертушка
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move the pencil a little with your fingers. You hold it in an 
easy way so that it moves as your hand goes up and down. 
If you do it the right way, it will seem to you that you are 
holding a rubber pencil which bends all the time.

A PENDULUM WHICH MOVES IN A CIRCLE

You can demonstrate this interesting optical illusion if 
you get a pendulum and dark eye-glasses. It is easy to make 
a pendulum. You tie a small thing to one end of a rope 60 
centimetres long and your pendulum is ready. Then you ask 
your friend to stand at the other end of the room and move 
the pendulum there and back 
in front of your eyes.

You hold the glasses so that 
only your right eye is looking 
through a dark glass. But your 
left eye must be open too.
Then it seems to you that the 
pendulum is moving in a 
circle!

Now hold your eye-glasses 
so that only your left eye is 
looking through the dark glass.
Your right eye is open too.
It seems to you that the pen
dulum is moving in a circle 
again, but in a different 
direction.

Scientists explain this opti
cal illusion in different ways.
Some time ago one of the scientists explained it in the follow
ing way: the images of the pendulum get to your brain through 
the eye with the dark glass and through the other eye, on 
which there is no glass. But the images which come through 
the eye with the dark glass get to the brain a moment later 
than the images which come through the other eye, on which 
there is no glass. But some scientists say that this does not 
explain why it seems to us that the pendulum moves in a 
circle.
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THE STAMP WHICH 
DISAPPEARS

Put a stamp on your table. 
Then put a glass of water on 
the stamp. Cover the glass 
with a saucer, as shown. The 
stamp disappears! Walk around 
the glass and look into it 
from different sides. You 
will not be able to see the 
stamp.

The explanation lies in 
the phenomenon of refrac
tion .1 The rays of light bend® 
when they pass at an angle 
from water to air. The lines 

show the refraction. There is no angle from which you can 
see the stamp.

THE TWO SIDES OF YOUR FACE ARE DIFFERENT

Do you think that the right side and the left side of your 
friend’s face look the same? If you think they look the same, 
get his photograph and take a small mirror. (It is better to 
take a mirror without a frame.) Then you put one side of the

mirror on the centre of the 
face, as shown in the picture. 
You will see the whole face of 
two left sides of the photograph. 
If you want, you may turn the 
mirror the other way and then 
you will see the whole face of 
two right sides of the photo.

Many years ago some people 
thought that the two sides of a 
face could be different. For 
example, one side of the face

1 the phenomenon of refrac- 
tion — зд. явление, которое называ
ется преломлением лучей

2 The rays of light bend — Лу
чи света преломляются
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may look happy and the other side unhappy. Today we know 
it is not true, but still the experiment is very interesting 
because it proves that the two sides of a face are not the 
same. You may try it on your own picture. The experiment 
will surprise you. You will see how different your “two” 
faces are.

YOU HAVEN’T SEEN THE REAL IMAGE 
OF YOUR FACE IN THE MIRROR

You have often looked into a mirror, of course. But you 
haven’t seen the real image of your face yet. And this is why 
you couldn’t see it.

When you look into a mirror, you don’t see your face as 
other people see it. You see a reversed image. If you close 
your left eye, your image closes its right eye. If you touch 
your right ear with your right hand, your image touches its 
left ear with its left hand.

If you have two small mirrors, you can see your face as 
your friends see it. You hold the two mirrors at right angles 
to each other1 and look into them, as shown in the picture. 
After some practice you will be able to see the real image 
of your face.

Now close your left eye and 
your image closes its left eye 
too. Touch your right ear with 
your right hand and your image 
touches its right ear with its 
right handl This happens be
cause each mirror reflects the 
image in the other mirror. So 
you see a reversed image of a 
reversed image, which, of 
course, is the same as the 
real image.

1 a t right angles to each oth
er — под прямым углом друг к 
другу
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To show this interesting phe
nomenon which scientists call 
“subjective colour”1 copy the 
circle which you see in the 
picture and put it oncardboard. 
Push a pin through the centre 
and turn it quickly. You will 
see many circles of different 
coloursl Now change the direc
tion and the order of colours 
will also change.

A few years ago a television operator turned a large wheel 
of this sort, and people who were watching his programme 
saw the colours quite clearly on their black-and-white tele
vision screens.2

Scientists haven’t yet agreed on what makes these colours 
appear.

COLOUR THAT ISN’T THERE

A-V J - r s-г
B-B K-K T - l
С -с L -Г u-n
D-D M-W V-A
ei-e: N-И W-M
F -L o-o x-x
G-e P-b У-Л
H-H Q 6 z - s
1 -1 R-B

YOU CAN READ A SECRET 
LETTER FROM YOUR FRIEND

If you want to understand 
this secret letter which you have 
received from your friend, you 
must use a cylindrical glass 
stick.3 You hold the stick over 
the words of the letter near the 
page and read the letter 
through the glass stick.

The glass stick shows you a 
reversed image of each letter. 
At the same time it helps you 
to see each letter right side up

1 subjective colour — субъек
тивно воспринимаемый цвет

2 a black-and-white television 
screen — черно-белый телевизион
ный экран

3 a cylindrical glass stick — 
цилиндрическая стеклянная палоч
ка
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when your friend wrote it upside-down. So your friend and 
you must use the reversed letters which you see in the 
picture.

YOU CAN MAKE A STROBOSCOPE1

A stroboscope is a device which cuts off light for a mo
ment, then for another moment and so on 2 many times. 
When you look through it at a thing which is moving, it 
seems to you that it is moving slower or that it stops.

You can easily make a stroboscope if you cut eight long 
holes in a round piece of cardboard. Then you put a pin through

the centre of your cardboard circle and push the pin into a 
small stick or pencil so that you can turn the cardboard in 
front of one eye, as shown in the picture.

Now look through the stroboscope at a thing when it is 
moving. The thing may be an electric fan or even your stro
boscope when you see it in the mirror. You make the strobo
scope turn faster and slower. It will seem to you that the thing

1 a stroboscope — стробоскоп (Это оптический прибор, при помо
щи которого можно видеть предмет, совершающий какое-либо движение, 
неподвижным или движущимся замедленно,)

2 and so on — и так далее
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at which you are looking has stopped moving, or that it is 
moving slowly in the same direction, or that it is moving slow
ly in the other direction. This is because you see the thing only 
from moment to moment. Between these moments you do not 
see how it moves.

At the cinema you often see illusions of this sort. It happens 
because the camera takes pictures of things when they are 
moving in the same way, that is from moment to moment.



E X P E R I M E N T S  W I T H  S O U N D

A MUSICAL FORK

If you pick one of the teeth 
of a fork1 with a knife, as 
shown, you will hear nothing. 
But if you press at once the 
end of the fork against a table, 
you will hear a musical noise.

You may show this trick 
to your friends after dinner. 
But you must practise it first. 
You must pick one of the teeth 
of the fork, then hold the knife 
over an empty drinking glass. 
When the knife is over the 
glass, you move your other 
hand so that the end of the fork 

touches the table. Your friends must not notice it. They will 
look at the knife and think that the noise is coming from 
the glass. But when they try the trick, it won’t work, be
cause the noise comes from the table. Scientists call the 
noise “sympathetic vibration”.2

MUSIC FROM A COAT-HANGER

Do you know that you can hear musical noises from a ccat- 
hanger?

If you want to hear them, you must tie a metal coat-hanger 
to the centre of a piece of rope a metre and a half long, as 
shown in the picture. Now you understand what you must do 
next. You tie one end of the rope three or four times round

1 pick one of the teeth  of a fork — заденете один из зубьев вилки
2 sympathetic vibration — ответная вибрация
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your left finger, then the other end the same way round your 
right finger, and put the ends of your fingers into your ears.

Now you come up to a chair and allow the coat-hanger to 
strike against it. You will hear with surprise some beautiful 
music, like the music of a large bell or of an old clock.

You hear the music be
cause the coat-hanger vibrates. 
The rope and your fingers bring 
the sound waves 1 to your 
ears.

A MUSICAL GLASS OF WATER

Ask your friend if he can 
use a glass of water as a m usi
cal instrument. Of course, he 
can’t.

Then you take a glass of wa
ter. (Thin glasses work best.)

1 the sound waves — звуковые 
волны
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You put your finger in the water and then move it slowly round 
the rim of the glass, as shown in the picture. Your finger must 
not be very wet, but it must not be dry. So you must try many 
times. At last you will hear clear music which comes from the 
glass.

When your finger moves round the rim, it makes the glass 
vibrate and the glass makes a musical noise. The same prin
ciple makes the violin and its strings give music.

The American scientist Benjamin Franklin made a musical 
instrument out of glass bowls. He used the same principle. 
He called his musical instrument an “armonica”.



VOCABULARY

СОКРАЩЕНИЯ

a — adjective — имя прилагательное 
adv — adverb — наречие 
cj — conjunction — союз 
n — noun — имя существительное 
пит  — numeral — имя числительное 
prep — preposition — предлог 
pron — pronoun — местоимение 
v — verb — глагол

above [o'bAv] prep над, выше 
according [o'ko-.dig] to adv соглас

но; по утверждению 
acute [o'kjuit] а острый 
add [aed] v прибавлять; добав

лять; мат. складывать 
addition [o 'd ijn ] n мат . сложе

ние
against [o'genst] prep против; 

на, о
ago [з'дои] adv тому назад 
agree [э'дгк] v соглашаться; дого

вариваться 
air [еэ] n воздух 

а воздушный 
airplane ['eoplein] n самолет 
allow [o'lau] v позволять, разре

шать; допускать 
almost ['o'.lmoust] adv почти 
amusing [o'mjuizig] а заниматель

ный
angle ['aeqgl] n мат. угол 
any ['em] pron любой 
anybody j'en^bodi] pron всякий,

любой
appear [э'рю] v появляться 
arm [am] n рука (от кисти до

плеча)

arrow ['эегои] п стрела; стрелка- 
указатель 

as [aez, oz] cj как 
as . . .  as так (же) . . . как 
as shown [Joun] как показано 

ash [aej] n пепел 
astronomy [os'tronomi] n астро

номия
В

back [baek] n спина 
adv сзади, позади; обратно, на
зад

balloon [Ьэ'1и:п] п воздушный 
шар

base [beis] п основание; база 
beating ['bi:tirj] п биение (сердца) 
bell [bel] п колокол; звонок 
below [bi'lou] adv внизу; ниже 

prep ниже, под 
bend [bend] v гнуть(ся); сгибать

ся ); изгибать(ся) 
birthday f'ba:0dei] п день рожде

ния
birthday party [ 'p a ti] вечер в 
честь дня рождения 

blade [bleid] п лезвие 
blotting-paper ['blotii^peipa] п 

промокательная бумага 
blow [blou] (blew, blown) v дуть 

blow out гасить, тушить
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boil [boil] v кипеть 
both [bou0] pron оба, обе 

adv тоже, также 
bottle ['botl] n бутылка 
bottom ['botarn] n дно 
bowl [boul] n чаша 
brain [brein] n головной мозг 
break [breik] (broke, broken) v 

ломать, разбивать 
breathe [briid] v дышать 
brim [bnm] n край (сосуда) 
bubble ['ЬлЫ] n пузырек воздуха 

или газа 
build [bild] (built, built) v строить 

build up воздвигать; монтиро
вать

burn [Ьэ:п] (burnt, burnt) v жечь, 
сжигать; гореть 

button ['bAtn] n пуговица 
buy [bai] (bought [bo:t], bought) v 

покупать

С

candle ['ksendl] n свеча 
capillary [ka 'p ilan] а капилляр

ный
carbonated ['kaibaneitid] а насы

щенный углекислым газом 
card [kaid] n карта (игральная) 
cardboard ['kaidboid] n картон 
careful ['keaful] а осторожный 
carefully ['keafuli] adv осторожно 
carpet ['kaipit] n ковер 
carry ['kaeri] v носить; возить 

carry out выполнять 
cast [kaist] v бросать 
catalyst ['kaetalist] n катализа

тор
catch [kaetj] (caught, caught) v

ловить; поймать; схватить 
catch fire ['faia] загораться 

cause [ko:z] n основание; повод; 
причина
v причинять; заставлять; вы
зывать

ceiling ['sirliij] п потолок 
centimetre ['sent^miita] п санти

метр
central ['sentral] а центральный 
centre [ 'sen tа] п центр; середина 
chance [t Jains] п случай; возмож

ность
by chance случайно

change [tJe ind 3] v менять, изме
нять

checker [ 'tjek a] n шашка (иг
ральная)
checkers шашки (игра) 

chemical ['kemikl] а химический 
chemistry ['kem istn] n химия 
choose [tju:z] v выбирать 
cigarette [/siga/ret] n сигарета 
circle ['satkl] n круг 
circumference [sa'kAmfarans] n 

мат. окружность 
circus ['sarkas] n цирк 
classmate ['klaismeit] n одно

классник 
clean [kli:n] а чистый 
clear [klia] а ясный, светлый; 

чистый
coat-hanger ['kout'haeqa] n ве

шалка (для платья) 
coffee ['kofi] n кофе 
coin [koin] n монета

three-kopek coin трехкопеечная 
монета

collect [ka'lekt] v собирать 
colour ['кл1э] n цвет 

coloured paper ['kAlad 'peipa] 
цветная бумага 

colour ['кл1э] v красить, раскра
шивать 

column ['kolam] n колонна 
combination ^kom bi'neijn ] n 

комбинация, сочетание 
come right [ 'к л т  'ra it] соответ

ствовать, подходить 
compass ['kAmpas] n компас;

циркуль 
compressed [kam'prest] а сжатый 
concentric [kon'sentnk] а концен

трический 
container [kan'teina] n сосуд 
continue [kan'tinju:] v продол

ж аться) 
contract [kan'traekt] v сжимать

ся ), сокращать(ся) 
copy I'kopi] v снимать копию; ко

пировать 
cork [ko:k] n пробка 
correct [ka'rekt] а правильный 
correctly [ka'rektli] adv правиль

но
cost [kostl v стоить
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counteract ^kaunta'raekt] v про
тиводействовать, препятство
вать; нейтрализовать 

course [ko:s] n курс, направление 
of course конечно 

cover ['клуэ] n крышка 
v закрывать, покрывать 

cross [kros] v пересекать 
crossing пересекающий 

cube [kju:b] n кубик 
curved [ka:vd] а кривая (линия) 
cut [kAt] (cut, cut) v резать} 

разрезать 
cut out вырезать 
cut off отрезать; прерывать 

cylindrical [si'lindnkol] а цилин
дрический

D
demonstrate ['dem anstreit] v де

монстрировать, показывать 
device [di'vais] n устройство} 

приспособление; механизм 
diagonal [dai'aeganl] n диагональ 
diameter [dai'aemita] n диаметр 
dice [dais] pi от die 
die [dai] (pi dice) n игральная 

кость
difference [ 'difrans] n разница} 

мат . разность 
different ['d ifrant] а различный, 

оазный
difficult ['d ifikalt] а трудный 

adv трудно 
direction [d i'rek jn ] n направле

ние
directly [di'rektli] adv прямо 
disappear [^disa'pia] v исчезать, 

скрываться 
discussion [dis'kAjn] n обсужде

ние, дискуссия 
dissolve [di'zolv] v раствор ять (ся) 
divide [di'vaid] v делить, разде

лять; мат . делить 
down [daun] adv вниз 
draw [dro:] (drew, drawn) v 

рисовать 
drawing ['dro:ig] n рисунок 
drink [drigk] (drank [draerjk], 

drunk [drAgk]) v пить 
drinking glass ['dnrjkir] glosj 
стакан

drop [drop] v ронять; выпускать 
dry [drai] а сухой

£

each [i:tj] pron каждый, любой 
each other [ 'i:tj 'лба] друг дру
га

ear [19] n yxo
earth [o:0] n земля, земной шар 
easily ['i:zili] adv легко 
easy ['fczi] а легкий 

it is easy легко 
electric [i lektnk] о электриче

ский
electric torch [i'lek tnk  4o:tJ] 
электрический фонарь 

ellipse [i'lips] n мат. эллипс; 
овал

enough [i'nAf] adv достаточно, до
вольно 

equal ['i:kwal] а равный 
и равняться 

especially [is 'pejo li] adv особен
но; главным образом 

even ['i:van] adv даже 
а четный (о числе)  

except [ik'sept] prep исключая, за 
исключением, кроме 

exception [ik 'sepjn] n исключе
ние

expand [iks'paend] v расширять
ся )

experiment liks penm ontj n
опыт, эксперимент 

explain [iks'plem] v объяснять 
explanation ^eksp la 'ne ijn ] n

объяснение 
eye [ai] n глаз
eye-glasses ['aiglosizj n очки

F

fact [faekt] я факт 
famous ['feimas] а знаменитый, 

известный 
favourite ['fe ivan t] а любимый 
feel [fill] (felt, felt) v чувствовать 
few [fju:] n немногие; незначи

тельное количество 
а немногие, немного, мало 

figure ['figo] п цифра; фигура;
рисунок или чертеж 

fill [fil] v наполнять(ся); запол
няться)
fill up заполнять; возмещать
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find [faind] (found, found) v нахо
дить
find out выяснять 

finger ['firjgo] n палец 
fire ['faio] n огонь 
fishbowl ['fijboul] n аквариум 
fist [fist] n кулак 
fit [fit] v прилаживать(ся) 
focus ['foukas] v сосредоточивать 

(внимание и т. п.); помещать 
в фокусе 

fold [fould] v складывать, сгибать 
follow ['folou] v следовать; сле

дить
following ['folouig] а следующий 
force [fois] п сила 
forefinger [Ъ:Дпэдэ] п указатель

ный палец 
fork [foik] п вилка 
form [foim] v образовывать 
frame [freim] n рамка, рама 
freeze [friiz] (frose, frosen) v замер

зать
friction ['frik jon] n трение 
front [frAnt] n фасад; передняя 

сторона (чего-л.) 
in front of перед, впереди 

fruit [fruit] n плод; собир. фрукты 
full [ful] а полный 
funny [Чаш] а смешной, забав

ный

G

gas [gses] n газ
geometry [631' om itn] n геомет

рия
Germany [ 'd 3a:mani] n Германия 
glass [glais] n стекло; стакан 

glasses очки 
go [gou] (went [went], gone [gon]) 

V идти, ходить 
go in входить 

group [gruip] n группа

H

hairpin ['heapin] n шпилька 
handkerchief ['haegkat Jif] n носо

вой платок 
hard [had] а твердый 

adv сильно
hard-boiled ['had 'boild] сва
ренное вкрутую (о яйце)

head [hed] n голова; головка (бу
лавки и т. п .) 

heart [hat] п сердце 
heat [hi:t] п жара; физ. теплота 

v накаливать; нагревать(ся) 
hide [haid] v прятать 
high [hai] а высокий 

adv высоко 
h it [hit] v ударять 
hold [hould] (held, held) v дер 

жать; выдерживать; вмещать, 
содержать 

hole [houl] п дыра; отверстие 
horizon [ha'raizn] п горизонт 
hypotenuse [hai'potinjoz] п мат. 

гипотенуза

I

ice [ais] п лед 
icy ['aisi] а ледяной 
illusion [Г1и:зп] п иллюзия 
image [ ' im id3] п изображение; 

образ
imagine [Г тэеб зт ] v вообра

жать, представлять себе 
impossible [im'posabl] а невоз

можный, невыполнимый 
inertia [Tnaijja] п физ. инерция;

сила инерции 
ink [igk] п чернила 
inside [' in'said] prep внутри 
instead [in'sted] adv вместо, 

взамен
instrument ['instrum ont] n ин

струмент; прибор 
interest [ 'in tn st] n интерес

J

join [d 3oin] v соединять(ся); свя
зывать

К
keep [ki:p] (kept, kept) v держать 
knife [naif] (pi knives) n нож 
knot [not] n узел 
knuckle ['плк1] n сустав пальца, 

«костяшка» 
kopek ['koupekj n  копейка
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L

last [last] а последний; прошлый 
adv после всех; в последний 
раз; в конце 
a t last наконец 

layer ['leia] п слой 
leaf [li:f] (pi leaves [li:vz]) n лист 
leap-year [' Ihpja:] n високосный 

год
learn [lain] (learnt, learned) v

учить; узнавать 
leave [li:v] (left, left) v оставлять;

покидать 
left [left] а левый 
lemonade [^em a'neid] n лимонад 
less [les] adv меньше 
let [let] (let, let) v давать; позво

лять; пускать
let go ['le t 'gou] отпускать 

level ['levl] n уровень 
lift [lift] v поднимать(ся) 
light [lait] (lit, lighted) v зажи

гаться); освещать 
n свет
а светлый; легкий 

like [laik] а похожий, подобный 
adv подобно; как бы 

line [lain] n линия 
liquid ['likwid] n жидкость 
list [list] n список 
little  [ ' litl] adv мало, немного; в 

некоторой степени 
look [luk] v смотреть, глядеть; 

выглядеть
look round ['luk 'raund] огля
дываться кругом; взвесить все 
возможности 

lose [lu:z] (lost, lost) v терять;
проигрывать 

low [lou] а низкий 
adv низко 

lower ['loua] а низший; нижний 
v опускать; понижать

M

machine [m a'Jm ] n машина; ме
ханизм

magic ['maed3ik] n магия, вол
шебство 
а волшебный 

make [meik] (made, made) v де
лать; заставлять
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mark [т а к ]  n знак; отметка 
v отмечать 

match [maetj] n спичка 
match-box ['maet Jboks] n спичеч

ная коробка 
m athematical ^maeGi'maetikl] a 

математический 
mathem atically ^maeGi'maetika- 

li] adv математически 
mathematics ^maeGi'maetiks] n 

математика 
melt [melt] v таять, плавить(ся) 
metal ['m etl] n металл 
method ['meGad] n метод 
metre ['miita] n метр 
milk [milk] n молоко 
millim etre ['m il^miita] n милли

метр
minus ['mainas] n минус 
m irror ['m ira] n зеркало 
missing ['misiij] а недостающий 
mix [miks] v мешать, смешивать 
mixture ['m ikstja] n смесь; мик

стура 
mouth [mauG] n рот 
move [mu:v] n движение; ход 

(в игре) 
v двигать(ся) 

movement ['mu:vmant] n движе
ние

multiply 1'тл1 tiplai] v мат.
умножать 

musical ['mjuizikal] а музыкаль
ный

N

nail [neil] n ноготь; гвоздь 
narrow ['naerou] а узкий 
newspaper [ 'n ju^peipa] n газета 
noise [noiz] n шум 
north [no:G] n север 

а северный 
northern ['noidan] а северный 
notice ['noutis] v замечать

О

often ['o:fn] adv часто 
once [wAns] adv (один) раз, од

нажды
a t once сразу, немедленно



only ['ounli] adv только 
а единственный 

opening ['oupnig] n отверстие 
opposite ['opazit] а противопо

ложный
optical ['optikal] а оптический, 

зрительный 
order ['o:da] n порядок; приказ 

v приказывать; заказывать 
in order to для того, чтобы 

outside ['au t'sa id ] а наружный, 
внешний 

over ['ouva] prep над; через; по
верх

oxygen ['oksid39n] n кислород

P

pair [реэ] n пара 
parallel ['paeralel] а параллель

ный
part [pent] n часть

take part принимать участие 
pass [pais] v проходить (через 

что-л.)
pendulum ['pendjulam ] n маятник 
perhaps [pa'haeps] adv может 

быть, возможно 
perpendicular ^paipan'dikjula] n 

перпендикуляр 
а перпендикулярный 

phenomenon [fi'nominan] {pi phe
nomena) n явление; необыкно
венное явление 

photograph ['foutagraif] n фото
графический снимок 
и (Ьотографировать 

pick [pik] v выбирать, отбирать, 
подбирать 

pin [pin] п булавка; шпилька 
planet ['plaenit] n планета 
planetarium ^plaeni'teariam ] n 

планетарий 
plant [plaint] n растение 
plastic ['plaestik] а пластиче

ский; гибкий 
plate [pleit] n тарелка 
point [point] n точка; пункт 

v указывать 
port [po:t] n порт
position [pa 'z ijn ] n положение 
possible [ posabl] а возможный

potato [pa'teitou] n картофелина 
practice ['praektis] n практика 
practise [ praektis] v практико

ваться); тренировать(ся) 
press [pres] v сжимать; давить, 

надавливать 
pressure [ 'p reJэ] n давление 
principle [ prinsapi] n принцип; 

закон
prism [pnzm] n призма 
prize [praiz] n приз 
problem ['problam] n проблема;

мат., шахм. задача 
process ['prouses] n процесс 
prove [pruiv] v доказывать 
purpose ['papas] n цель, намере

ние; замысел 
push [puj] v толкать, проталки

ваться)
push out вытолкнуть 

puzzle ['рлг1] n загадка, голово
ломка

Q
quick [kwik] а быстрый

R

raise [reiz] v поднимать 
raw [го:] а сырой; необработан

ный
reaction [rii'aekjn] n реакция 
real [rial] а действительный, на

стоящий 
reason ['riizn] n причина 
receive [n'siiv] v получать 
reflect [ri'flekt] v отражать 
reflection [n 'flek jn ] n отражение 
reflex ['riifleks] n физиол. рефлекс 
refrigerator [n 'f n d 3areita] n хо

лодильник 
rest [rest] n остаток; остальное 

v отдыхать; покоиться 
reverse [ri'vais] а обратный; про

тивоположный; перевернутый 
right [rait] а правый; правиль

ный
adv прямо 

rim [rim] n край
roll [roul] v вертеть(ся), вращать- 

(ся); катить(ся)
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root [ru:t] n корень 
rope [roup] n веревка; нитка 
rotate [rou'teit] v вращать(ся) 
rouble ['rurbl] n рубль 
round [raund] а круглый 

adv вокруг 
row [гои] n ряд 
rub [глЬ] v тереть 
rubber ['глЬэ] n резина; резинка, 

ластик
а резиновый (в сочет. с сущ.) 

rule Iruil] п правило 
ruler f'ruila] п линейка

S

sa4t [so:lt] п соль
salt-cellar [,so:lt/selэ] п солонка
same [seim] pron тот же самый;

одинаковый 
saucer ['sa:sa] п блюдце 
science ['saians] п наука 
scientific [ saian'tifik] а научный 
scientist [ saiantist] п ученый 
second ['sekand] п секунда 
secret ['sirknt] п секрет, тайна 

а секретный, тайный 
seem [si:m] v казаться 
separate ['separeit] v разделять

ся ); отдел ять(ся) 
shake [Jeik] (shook, shaken) v тря

сти
shape [Jeip] n форма 
sheet [Jilt] n лист (бумаги, стек

ла, металла) 
shell [Jel] n скорлупа (яйца) 
shine [Jain] (shone, shone) v све

титься); сиять 
side [said] n сторона; бок (туло

вища)
siphon ['saifan] n сифон 
simple ['simpl] а простой 
size [saiz] n размер 
soap [soup] n мыло 
southern ['sAdan] а южный 
spectrum ['spektram] n спектр 
spin [spin] n верчение, кружение 

v крутить, вертеть 
spiral ['spaiaralj n спираль 
spool [spud] n катушка 
square [skwea] n квадрат 

а квадратный 
stamp [staemp] n почтовая марка 
star [sta] n звезда
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stay [stei] v оставаться 
stem [stem] n ствол 
stick [stik] (stuck [stAk], stuck) v 

наклеивать; приклеивать(ся); 
прилипать 

strange [streind3] а странный, 
удивительный 

straw [stro:] n соломинка 
strike [straik] (struck, struck) v 

удар ять (ся) 
string [stng] n веревка, бечевка; 

струна
subtract [sab'traekt] v мат . вычи

тать
sugar ['Jug a] n сахар 
sum [sAm] n сумма 
sunny ['sAm] а солнечный 
sure [ Jua] а уверенный 

be sure быть уверенным 
surprise [sa'praiz] n удивление 

v удивлять
to your surprise к вашему удив 
лению

Т

take [teik] (took ftuk], taken 
['teikn]) v брать 
take away ['te ik  a'wei] убрать 
take off ['teik 'o:f] снять 

task [ta:skj n задача; задание 
tear [tea] v рвать; порвать 
teeth [ti:0] p i  от tooth 
telescope [ teliskoup] n 1елескоп 
television [^telr'vi3n] n телевиде

ние
television operator ['opareita] 
телеоператор 

ten [ten] n десяток 
text [tekst] n текст 
than [daen, dan] cj чем 
thanks [Gaegks] to prep благода

ря
that [daet] pron тот 

that is why вот почему 
theorem ['Giaram] n теорема 
thermometer [Ga'momitaJ n тер

мометр, градусник 
thick [Bik] а толстый 
thin [Gin] а тонкий 
think [Girjk] (thought, thought) v 

думать 
though [dou} cj хотя



thousand ['Gauzand] пит  тысяча 
through [Gru:] prep через, сквозь 
throw [Grou] (threw [0ru:], thrown 

[Groun]) v бросать, кидать 
thumb [Ваш] n большой палец 

(руки) , n 
thumb-tack [ 0Amtaek] n чертеж

ная кнопка 
tie [tai] v привязывать; связывать 
tight [tait] а плотный; крепкий 
tightly [ ' taitli] adv крепко; проч

но
time [taim] n время; срок; раз 

at a time одновременно, враз 
two times в два раза, дважды 

together [ tэ'дэбэ] adv вместе 
tooth [tu:0] (pi teeth) n зуб; зубец 
top [top] n верх, вершина 
torch [to:tJ] n карманный фонарь 
touch [tAtJ] v трогать; прика

саться
towards [ta'w sdz, to:dz] prep к, 

по направлению к 
tower ['taua] n башня 
toy [toi] n игрушка 
transmit [traenz'mit] v переда

вать
triangle ['traiaeggl] n треуголь

ник
trick [tnk] n фокус; шутка 
trip [trip] n поездка; рейс 
true [tru:] а верный, правильный 
tube [tju:b] n труба, трубочка 
turn [tain] n вращение; поворот 

v вертеть(ся), крутить(ся); по
ворачиваться); свернуть(ся); 
превращать(ся), становить(ся) 
turn round отвернуться 

turpentine ['taipantain] п скипи
дар

twist [twist] v скручивать

U

understand [^nda'staend] (un
derstood, understood) v пони
мать

unfold ['An'fould] v развертывать;
расстилать 

unhappy [An'haepiJ а несчастный; 
печальный

unpeeled ['An'piild] а неочищен
ный (о фруктах, овощах) 

untie ['л п 'tai] v развязывать;
освобождать 

until [an 'til] prep до 
cj пока не 

unusual [An'ju:3U9l] а необычный 
up [лр] adv вверх 
upper ['лрэ] а верхний 
upside-down ['Apsai'daun] а пере

вернутый вверх дном 
use [ju:z] v употреблять, поль

зоваться
use up израсходовать, исполь
зовать

useful [ 'juisful] а полезный 
usual [r j 11:311 al] а обычный 

as usual как обычно 
usually [ j  11:311 all] adv обычно, 

обыкновенно

V

vacuum ['vaekjuam] n вакуум;
безвоздушное пространство 

vertically [ 'vaitikali] adv верти
кально

vibrate [vai'breit] v вибрировать 
violin [/vaia/ lin] n скрипка

W

watch [w otj] n часы (наручные) 
v следить, наблюдать 

way [wei] n путь; образ дейст
вия, способ 

weight [weit] п вес; тяжесть; груз 
wet [wet] а мокрый 

v мочить; увлажнять 
wheel [wi:l] п колесо 
whole [houl] а весь, целый 
win [win] (won, won) v выиграть;

победить 
wing [win] n крыло 
without [wi'daut] prep без 
wooden [ wudn] а деревянный 
worse [wa:s] а худший 

adv (еще) хуже 
wrong [ год] а неправильный
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